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The basic nonlinear coupled equations describing the

interaction between two intensities (or two populations)

are discussed. Analytic solutions are deduced for the

evolution in space and time of initially given

perturbations of the equilibrium intensities.

Introduction

In modern plasma physics as well as in laser optics the

nonlinear effects play an important role [1-5]. In

particular, the nonlinear interaction of waves has

attracted considerable attention in recent years.

A theoretical description to lowest order in the

interacting variables in general leads to a set of

the •(- coupled equations for the amplitudes of the

; '^acting waves. For studies on the dynamics of

:r ioied waves in a coherent description not only the

ii S'»lute values of the amplitudes but also the phases

c the waves are governed by nonlinear equations [4, 5].

' :>der certain circumstances [6], e.g. large frequency

-ismatches of the interacting waves and if one of the

.hree waves experiences a heavy linear damping the set

«f three equations can be reduced to two equations in

2rms of two variables, as a role the absolute amplitude

squares, i.e. two intensities. The resulting coupled

equations are of a form which is of general interest

not only for the application to plasma physics but also

to the physics of multimode lasers [7] and to the

problems of interacting populations of ecological

systems [8].

As early as in 1922 B van der Pol published a paper [9]

on oscillation hysteresis in a triode generator with two

degrees of freedom. This paper, in fact, contains coupled

nonlinear equations which are identical in form to thocs

which have more recently been used to describe the operation

of two-mode lasers [7], Besides, the equations of

van dor Pol are exactly equal to those describing the
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famous Volterra model [8, 10] for interacting populations

of biological species.

The model equations mentioned above Have been studied

extensively for the case where there is only one

independent variable, e.g. when the dynamic quantities

depend only on time. In spite of the formal simplicity

of the model equations, which may be considered to

describe only approximately the dynamical processes of

the real systems, the equations can not be given a

general analytic solution. This is a result of the

nonlinear nature of the coupled equations. However, by

using appropriate approximations essential properties

of the equations can be elucidated and physical insight

into the processes which they describe can be obtained.

Only recently the corresponding problem including

variations of the dynamic variables in both space and

time has been considered [11-13]. It turns out that

special exact solutions can be found to the problem

[12, 13], e.g. by applying the method developed by

Hirota [14]. However, no solution is available to the

general one-dimensional problem in space and time, given

the initial distributions in space of the dynamic

variables.

In the present investigation we deduce a solution to

the problem of finding the evolution in space and time

of initially given perturbations of the equilibrium

solutions to the coupled nonlinear equations, including

squared terms of the intensities, which were omitted in

a previous report [12], and considering two different

possibilities of specifying the initial conditions.

The results are obtained in the form of integrals over

one variable of integration. The expressions obtained

are specified to homogeneous initial distributions of

the perturbations, for which the results are found to

agree with available solutions depending only on time.
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Basic Coupled Equations

Let us introduce two intensities I_ and I. proportional to

the absolute squares of the corresponding wave amplitudes

aQ and a.., i.e. I_ ~ |a-| . We assume that the amplitudes,

and accordingly the intensities, depend on one spatial

variable x and on time t, and that the group velocities of

the two waves can be represented by vQ and v-.

It is then convenient to introduce the new independent

variables t, and r\ defined by

= x - vQt (1)

n = x - v.jt

The model equations which we are going to study are

h
(4)

Here the coefficients afl and a- are related to the

corresponding constants of linear dissipation (or growth)

v,, and v- of the associated waves,

2v,

0 "o - V1
(5)

a, =
2v.

V1 " V0

Similarly we have introduced

^0 vn -
(7)

B - (8)
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where B. (i = O, 1) refer to terms of the form

B.a.ja.j in the amplitude equations.

The coefficients yQ and Y-. are the effective coupling

constants of the mixed intensity products in the coupled

equations (3) and (4), where the intensities Q

been normalized accordingly [6]. The expressions

and I1 have

2C,
Yn =

Yi =

V 1 ~ V 0

2C

V 0 " V 1

(9)

(10)

then express the relations between Y Q» Y1 and C Q, Cj of

the equations

31 31

(11)

12)

where the time and space derivatives have been written

explicitly.

The Eqs. (3, 4) and (11, 12) have here been formulated

in terms of intensities of waves, but are equally valid

to describe the evolutions in space and time of the

populations of two interacting biological species which

are moving with constant velocities v~ and v-, respectively

It should be noted that the characteristic features of

the solutions to the Eqs. (3, 4) depend on the signs of

the coefficients of the various terms in the equations.

If v0 = v* = 0 the intensities depend only on time and

we have



(13)

dt (14)

In the applications to biology, where IQ and I- correspond

to NQ and N., the populations of two specia, the

corresponding coupled equations (13, 14) are termed the

competition equations; if 2v_ and 2v. are both negative

constants, representing linear growth rates of the populations

in the absence of linear coupling, and if furthermore the

constants 2BQ and 2B.. are both positive as well as the

coefficients C~ and C.. The above choice of signs would

refer to a situation where the two species where living

from the same food and competing about it. For the

alternative case where vQ > 0, v1 < 0, B, = B^ = 0, and

CQ < 0, C1 > 0 the Eqs. (13, 14) are identical to the so

called p_rey-pre<da;tor equations studied by Lotka and by

Volterra. The last choice of signs would lead to so called

relaxation oscillations [9, 15] as a result of one species

eating the other species. Thereby the population of the

preys is prevented to grow as it would otherwise do. The

trend will change with time, however, so that the predators

will decline in population when the preys become too few,

which results in oscillations.

The equation, discussed extensively by Volterra [10] in

1931 for ecological systems,had independently been

investigated by Lotka [16] already in 1910 when he

studied autocatalytic chemical reactions, and also in

connection with parasitology [17] in 1925. As is well

known the early model equations have certain limitations

in their applications to ecological systems, omitting

for example time-delay effects of the processes [8].

More recently the coupled equations (13) and (14) have

been used to describe not only the physics of two-mode

lasers and of hot plasmas (nonlinear Landau damping) but
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also the cosmic maser interaction phenomena in astrophysics,

e.g. the coupling between right and left circular polarization

of cosmic 0H~ 18 cm radiation [18]. For this application

the derivatives are taken with regard to a space coordinate

instead of time and the constants in the equations refer

to the coefficients of spontaneous and stimulated transitions.

Equilibrium Solutions and Transformed Equations

The coupled equations (3, 4) or (11, 12), where generally

the intensities depend on space and time have equilibrium

solutions O/3n = 3/9£ = 0) satisfying the linear equations

= Vie (15)

61I1e (16)

from which the equilibrium intensities are

1e
(17)

L0e (18)

It is convenient then to introduce the intensities iQ and

i-, v/hich are normalized with regard to the equilibrium'1
intensities, i.e.

10 I0/I0e

= VJ1e

(19)

(20)

and besides the deviation from the equilibria



A0 = io"

Al -

(21)

(22)

Introducing furthermore the new independent variables

X = (23)

Y = AQn (24)

where

(25)

A, = [26)

and denoting by

K = (27)

[28)

The Eqs. !3, 4) can be written in the following form

(29)

SA-
(30)

where AQ and A1 as expressed by relations (21) and (22)

refer to normalized intensity deviations from the equilibria
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Space and Time Evolution of Perturbations of the Equilibrium

Solutions

Considering |AQ| << 1 and |A.j| << 1 the following linearized

equations are obtained

W
(3D

W
[32)

The Eqs. (31, 32) are satisfied by solutions of the form

exp(ikxX- ikyY)

exp(-ikv+K)exp(i

(33)

[34)

if, according to Eq. (32),

(kx - in) (ky + iic) = 1 (35)

In terms of the x and t variables we then obtain

AQ = exp i -k YA Q)x- vQ - kyAQv1) t] (36)

where we made use of the relations (1, 2) and (23, 24),

and where k., and ky are related according to Eq. (35) .

Let us assume that the perturbation AQ is given initially

by the function G(x), which we represent as a Fourier

integral, i.e.

An(x,0) = G(x) = / g(q)e
iqx dq, (37)



where

(q) = y- J G8x)e"iqx dx (38)

Expressing in relation (36) k in terms of kx by means of

Eq. (35) we obtain by further comparing expressions (37)

and (36)

q = k _ ( 1
Vkx-iu

(39)

It turns out to be convenient here to introduce

(40)

and

Q = q + ip (41)

where

p = -I

We then obtain from relation (39)

(42)

= KXA1 " i£ (43)

Solving K.. in terms of 0 we have two solutions

Kx - *0 1 (44)
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We therefore have to specify one more initial condition,

e.g.

|r An(xft)3t ° l
Jt=

) = -i/h(q)e X q X dq (45)

We now express AQ(x,t) as

AQ(x,t) = /AQ+(q)exp i

>vHdq

+/ Ao- ( q ) e x p i { q x

vft-v.

.'i'Wdq
[46)

From the initial conditions (37) and (45) we determine

A0+ and V

^[ (v +v

(47)

1

= 2 g ( q )
h (q) -

(48)

For the corresponding quantities A. and A, determining

.•". .,(x,t) we find from Eq. (31)

2A

(49)

q +

(50)
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The formal solution to the problem with initial conditions

(37) and (45) is thus obtained.

Suppose now instead that the initial values of A. and A.

are given, i.e.

AQ(x,0) = G(x) = / g(q)e
i q X dq (51)

— 00

A^XjO) - F(x) = / f(q)eiqX dq (52)
— oo

where

00

g(q) = jjr / G(x)e"iqX dx (53)

ooo

f(q) = 27 / F(x)e"iqX dx (54)

For this case we obtain again solutions of the form (46!

where now

g(q)ö(q - ip) + iAnf(q)
0 + (q) = j g(q) + - ^ _ ? (55)

\ /(q+ip) + 4AnA1

^ iA n f (q)
A (q) = ± 9 ( q ) - , •) " (56)

* v/(q+ip) +4AQA1

and correspondingly

. f (q)-=-(q - i p ) + i A 1 g ( q )
A (q) = 4 f ( q ) - , , ' (57)

\ / (q+ ^

1 ^
A (q) = 4 f(q) + 7 ?

v/(q+ip) +4AQA1

f (q)^(q - ip) -*• i ^
(58)

(notice that when 0 •* 1 in (46) < -»• v, u -<• <, v Q •> v 1 ,

AQ ->• A^ whereas p is unchanged).
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Without more detailed evaluation of the integrals of

expression (46) than will follow in a simple example

ending this paper^it may though at this stage be useful

to comment on how in principle one may avoid some of the

difficulty of integration in more general cases.

Notice that by making the substitution

q = -ip + 2vAQA1 sin h u [59)

which introduces a new variable u, and here assuming the

product Af)A1 to be positive, we obtain the convenient

relations

(60:

and

V^q+ip) + 4AQA1 = cos h u

so that the quantity which is contained in the integration

of relation (46), with (47) and (48), or (55) and (56),

becomes simple, i.e.

(q+ ip)2
= du (62)

For this case (AQA. > 0) it should therefore be possible

to carry out the integration in u along the real axis from

minus infinity to plus infinity. In other cases alternative

substitutions may be used and the results of integration

should always be checked against the requirements of

causality.
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Homogeneous Initial Perturbations of the Equilibria

We now consider as an example the special case where the

initial perturbations of the equilibria are homogeneous in

space. For the weight functions of the initial Fourier

integrals we then have

g(q) = (63]

f(q) = [64)

where <5(q) is the Dirac 6-function and A~ and A- are

constants.

For this caca we obtain the following expressions for the

weight functions of the integral solutions

Oc O 1 c 1-1 / 2 ' J (65:

p - 2Art AA. p - 2Art A „ -\

V-p + 4A QA l
 J

1 r
l A 1 c

L

_±
 A 1 c P - 2 A 1 A 0 c l

1 T
1

A1/,p-2AlAJ

^OA1

A, p - 2A,A,

- P

[66)

(67)

(68)

0 1

From expression (46) we then find

1 - K.A0) - i/-p
2 + 4AQA1 jt

/-p
(69)



and correspondingly (0 t 1 > < Z M * Ar> ^ A 1 ' V

(xft) = \

e x p]i ( vi " vo }[ (lcAo

AOc

1

4 A o A iJtJ

expj j K A Q - '70'

The solutions for the homogeneous initial distributions of

the perturbations naturally depend only on time and we

therefore denote them by AQ (t) and A-(t) in the following.

The expressions (69) and (70) can be written in the

following form

A 0 ( t ) =

where

(71)

n = -k\

6Q = arc tan] | 2A,

and

A1(t) =

(73:

1/2

- v,,) (74)

where Q is given by expression (72) and
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arc tan\, + 4AQA1 ./ (2A,Al å 0 c - A 1 c p ) (75)

It should be noticed that in the expression (72)
2 -2

(-p + 4A A ) is proportional to (vo~vi^ according to

relation (5-10, 25, 26, 42) so that Q is independent of

(vQ - v . ) . The same is true for the exponentials of

expressions (71) and (74) as seen from relations (25-28),

If we specialize further by assuming BQ = B. = O so that

p = 0 and (-yA- + KA») = 0 we receive the results of

previous work [19]

cos + 6) (76)

where

= /rA2 + A2

n = 2v/T-i)v0v1

(77)

6 = arc tan r— (79)

and where we used relation (5) and (6). When vQ and v.

have opposite signs the frequency £ is real and we obtain

relaxation oscillations. As seen from the symmetric and

neat forms (76) and (77) the oscillations are 90 degrees
2 2

out of phase and the quantity AQ + A. is a constant of
motion.

Concluding Remark

We have given here the solution to the space and time

dependent problem of the evolution of initial perturbations

of the equilibrium solutions to the coupled nonlinear

equations of two intensities. All second order terms have
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been included in our calculations, which thereby extend

previous results [12]. Even if our analysis does not allow

for large perturbations we gain some insight into the space

and time dependent problem which we believe will be useful

for further work.
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